
CLC KIDS' COVID

MITIGATION STRATEGIES

It is important that kids feel safe in Kid Zone... Physically, Emotionally, and
Spiritually. Let grace and kind words be your guide as you use the strategies
listed below. Avoid negative words and shaming.  Use positive words to as an
opportunity to teach kids about loving their neighbor. 

We use a combination of strategies In Kid Zone that help reduce the risk of
spreading germs. We are more relaxed in using the strategies during times of
low community spread. As community spread increases, we increase the use of
the Covid Mitigation strategies.

Screening: As kids are checked in, temperature screening is used to identify
kids with a fever, which can be an indicator of several types of infections,
including Covid.

Social Distancing: During times of high infection rates, we increase the
distance between kids. Velcro dots on the carpets can be used for kids to each
have a spot, kids can sit at opposite ends of tables, etc.

Hand Hygiene: Recommended in all situations. Encourage kids and each other
to wash hands/use hand sanitizer before eating and after sneezing, coughing, 
 toileting, sharing toys, upon arrival, etc.  

Shared supplies: During low transmission, kids can share toys and supplies.
During times of high transmission, sharing supplies is limited and toys are
sanitized after each use. 

Sanitizing: There is a shelf or cart available where you can place used toys and
after they have been used. Things left there will be sanitized after church each
week. During high transmission, place things there after the first use. During
low transmission, place all used supplies there at the end of the service. 

Masking: In the children's area, masks are optional for all during low
transmission. If there is a mandate from a local authority, we will follow the
mandate. Kids are not perfect at masking. If masking becomes expected again,
use encouragement and kind words with kids and let grace guide your actions.
Extra masks are available for kids and adults. 

Awareness: If you notice a child with Covid symptoms (persistent cough,
diarrhea, fever, loss of taste or smell) please notify the Overseer, who will
contact the child's parents. 

HOW WE KEEP PEOPLE SAFE IN THESE

UNPREDICTABLE TIMES


